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MEMORANDUM 

 

 

To:   Groundwater Advisory Council  

From:   H. Bokuniewicz  

Concerning:  Minutes of the meeting of 28 April 2003 

Date:   May 16, 2003   

 

 

PRESENT      REGRETS  

  

N. Bartilucci      L. Koppelman   

H. Bokuniewicz     M. Nofi    

S. Jones      G. Proios   

J. Milazzo        

J. Naidu        

B. Nemickas   

D. Paquette    

W. Prospect  

P. Ramirez   

K. Roberts  

W. Spitz   

K. Willis  

 

 

1. The minutes from the last meeting were distributed. 

 

2. Kevin Willis recently returned from the EPA Superfund groundwater meeting in 

Seattle.  Information can be found at EPA’s Technological Innovation Office web 

site.  Among the issues discussed were the technical guidance on long-term natural 

attenuation.  This document contains advice on monitoring and measurement of 

parameters in the field.  There are also fact sheets available or being prepared on 

recirculating remediation wells, deep pump-and-treat systems and other topics.   

 

Standards on perchlorate are needed since the OSHA Standard is frequently used but 

inappropriate.  DOD has proposed raising the action level on perchlorate to 200 ppb.  

There will be an EPA conference call next week to discuss the issue.  EPA personnel 

are aware of the situation on Long Island. 

 

1-4 Dioxane is used as a stabilizer for 1-1 TCA but it seems to be found at any site 

where solvents were used (and at some “surprise” cases at greater than 1 ppb).  As of 

now, different states have different standards.  There is no EPA standard set but the 

risk-based advisory level is 3 ppb.  California is looking closely at 1-4 Dioxane 

(Brian Lewis, State of CA) especially in the Santa Clara District.  The containment 

seems ubiquitous and the risks to health occur at low concentrations. 
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There was a brief discussion of remediation at sites in Nassau County.  On Long 

Island, plumes are spread out so that in-situ oxidation requires extensive 

characterization.  Levels are generally low but the sources are long-term ones.  It 

would seem more effective to go after the source. 

 

3. The symposium on 6 June was discussed and a draft agenda distributed.  We are 

planning on publishing a proceeding of extended abstracts (up to 5 pages and 2 

figures).  The USGS has some funding for this and I have requested funds from the 

University.  We’ll be sure the SWAP group in Albany is notified and the USGS 

group in Albany. 

 

4. Newsletters.  An advanced copy of the issue on Lawn Maintenance was distributed.  

If there were any problems, revisions could be made and the issue provided on-line 

instead.  The last two printed issues of Connections (Pesticides and Lawn 

Maintenance) will be mailed.     

 

We’re set up to publish the next issue on-line.  This will probably be something to do 

with the Symposium of 6 June but other potential topics include:  the Comprehensive 

Water Management Plan, Perchlorate, EPA Standards (European Standards?), or risk 

communication.  We had tried risk communication earlier but it’s a difficult topic.  

Experience has been that risk communication topics “don’t go over well” with the 

public. 

   

5. VEEP.  After a slow start last year the Volunteer Environmental Educator Program is 

picking up.  Since January 6 school districts were visited and 7 community events.  

The value of these programs depends on the training of the volunteers.  We have 

interest from some 35 new volunteers and are planning a training session for June. 

 

We are also attending a workshop of the Groundwater Foundation’s “Groundwater 

University”.  This is a pre-packaged educational program to which we can have 

access as a Groundwater Guardian Community.  It is intended to be run as a summer 

camp (1 week, I think) for children.  If it looks promising, we might be able to use 

the Stony Brook Day Camp or Camp Seawolf as a platform. 

 

We are still planning to revise our educational material.  I have a meeting next week 

with a graphics person for on-line design of illustrations.  The SCWA is preparing to 

put their animated water cycle on CD.  EPA project managers are also preparing 

educational material; Kevin Willis will see if he can get some information.  It was 

also mentioned that Wayne State has a nice on-line web site for groundwater 

education. 

  

6. The Suffolk County legislature is moving ahead with having the Institute set-up a 

quality/quantity database and clearinghouse for groundwater information.  The 

details are yet to be decided, however. 

 

7. The next meeting will be on 19 May.  We will then break for the summer and resume 

meeting in September.   
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